












RS-M225 

ITEM 

© Head azimuth 
adjustment 

Condition: 
• Playback mode
Equipment:
• VTVM • Oscilloscope
• Test tape (azimuth)

···QZZCFM

(j Tape speed

Condition: 
• Playback mode
Equipment:
• Digital electronic counter or

frequency counter 
• Test tape--- QZZCWAT

MEASUREMENT & ADJUSTMENT 

L�h/R-ch output balance adjustment 

l. Make connections as shown in fiig. 3.

2. Playback the 8kHz signal from the test tape (QZZCFM). Fig. 3 
Adjust screw (8) in fig. 4 for maximum output L-ch and 
R·ch levels. 
When the output levels of L-ch and R·ch are not at
maximum at the same time, readjust as follows. 

C Record/pl1yb1ck 

.� ... 
Screw (B) 

Fig. 4 

3. Turn the screw shown in fig. 4 to find angles A and C
(points where peak output levels for left and right chamels
are obtained). Then, locate the angle 8 between angles A 
and C, i. e., a point where L-ch and R-ch output levels come 
together at maximum. (Refer to figs. 4 and 5.) 

L-ch peak level R-ch peak level 

/�'\ 
L-ch/R-ch phase adjustment
4. Make connections as shown in fig. 6.
5. Playback the 8kHz signal from the test tape (QZZCFM).

Adjust screw (8) shown in fig. 4 so that poi(lters of the two 
VTVMs swing to maximum and a waveform as illustrated in 
fig. 7 is obtained on the oscilloscope. 

VTVM 
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Fig. 6 

Tape speed accuracy 

1. Test equipment connection is shown in fig. 8.
2. Playback test tape (QZZCWAT 3.000Hz). and supply
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3. Take measurement at middle section of tape.
4. Measure this frequency.
5. On the basis of 3.000 Hz. determine value by following

formula: 

Fig. 8 

f-3.000 Tape speed acr.uracy 
= 3.000 x 100 (%) where, f = measured value 

Standard value: ± 1.5% 

Adjustment method 

1. Playback the test tape (middle)
2. Adjust so that frequency becomes 3.000"Hz .
3 . Tape speed adjustment VR shown in fig. l.

Tape speed fluctuation 
Make measurements in same manner as above (beginning, middle and end of tape), and determine the 
difference between maximum and minimum values and calculate as follows: 

. fi - f7 Tape speed fluctuation= -
3 0 x 100 (%) f 1 = maximum value, b = minimum value. 00 

Stan�ard value: Less then 1% I 

Note: 
Please use non metal type screwdriver when you adjust tape speed on this unit. 
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Equipment: 
• V TVM • AF oscillator
• AT T • Oscilloscope
• Resistor (60012)
• Test tape

(reference blank tape)
· · • QZZCRA for Normal
· · · QZZCRX for Cr02
· · · QZZCRZ for Metal

MEASUREMENT & ADJUSTMENT 

Former type New type 

0 

arking 

0 Fig.12 

Overall frequency response adjustment by recording bias current 

(Recording equalizer is fixed.) 
1. Make connections as shown in fig. 13.
2. Place UNIT into normal tape mode and

load the test tape (QZZCRA). 
3. Input a 1 kHz. -24 dB signal tlYough

LINE IN. Place the set in record mode.
4. Fine adjust the attenuator to obtain

0.4 V LINE OUT output.
• Make SlXe that the input signal level

is -24 ± 4 dB with 0.4 V output
voltage.
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for overall frequency 
VTVM oscilloscope resPonse measurement. 

for boas current measurement. 

Fig. 13 

5. Adjust the attenuator to reduce the input signal level by 20 dB.
6. Adjust the AF oscillator to generate 50Hz. lOOHz, 200Hz, 500Hz, 1 kHz, 4kHz, 8kHz and lOkHz

signals, and record these signals on the test tape .
7. Playback the signals recorded in step 6, and check if the frequency response ctXve is within the limits

shown in the overall frequency response chart for normal tapes (fig. 11).
(If the ctXve is within the charted specifications , proceed to steps 8, 9, 10 and 11.)
If the curve is not within the charted specifications, adjust as follows_;
Adjustment ®: Adjustment @: 
When the curve exceeds the overall frequency When the cu-ve falls below the overall frequency 
response chart specifications (fig. 11) as shown response chart specifications (fig. 11) as shown 
in fig. 14. in fig. 15. 
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Fig.14 

1) Increase bias current by llXning VR7
(L-CH) and VR8 (R-CH).
(See fig. 1 on page 3.)

2) Repeat steps 6 and 7 to confirm.
(Proceed to steps 8, 9 and 10 if the curve
is now within the charted specifications in
fig. 11.)

3) If the curve still exceeds the specifications
(fig. 1 I), increase bias ctXrent further and
repeat steps 6 and 7.

8. Place UNIT into Cr(}., tape mode.
9. Ctmge test tape to QZZCRX, aid 

record 50Hz, lOOHz, 200Hz, 500Hz,
1 kHz, 4kHz, 8kHz, lOkHz and
12.5kHz signals. Then, playback the
signals and check if the ctXve is within
the limits shown in the overall frequency
response chart for Cr02 tapes (fig. 16).
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Fig. 15 

1) Reduce bias Cl,Jl'rent by turning VR7 (L-CH)
and VR8 (R-CH).

2) Repeat steps 6 and 7 to confirm.
(Proceed to steps 8, 9 and 10 if the curve is
now within the charted specifications in fig.
11.)

3) If the curve still falls below the charted
specifications (fig. 11), reduce bias current
further and repeat steps 6 and 7. 

Overall frequency response chart {Cr02, Metal) 
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